Characterizing genetic diversity within and between populations has broad applications in studies of human disease and evolution. We propose a new approach, spatial ancestry analysis, for the modeling of genotypes in two- or three-dimensional space. In spatial ancestry analysis (SPA), we explicitly model the spatial distribution of each SNP by assigning an allele frequency as a continuous function in geographic space. We show that the explicit modeling of the allele frequency allows individuals to be localized on the map on the basis of their genetic information alone. We apply our SPA method to a European and a worldwide population genetic variation data set and identify SNPs showing large gradients in allele frequency, and we suggest these as candidate regions under selection. These regions include SNPs in the wellcharacterized LCT region, as well as at loci including FOXP2, OCA2 and LRP1B.
t e c h n i c a l r e p o r t s
Characterizing genetic diversity within and between populations has broad applications in studies of human disease and evolution. We propose a new approach, spatial ancestry analysis, for the modeling of genotypes in two- or three-dimensional space. In spatial ancestry analysis (SPA), we explicitly model the spatial distribution of each SNP by assigning an allele frequency as a continuous function in geographic space. We show that the explicit modeling of the allele frequency allows individuals to be localized on the map on the basis of their genetic information alone. We apply our SPA method to a European and a worldwide population genetic variation data set and identify SNPs showing large gradients in allele frequency, and we suggest these as candidate regions under selection. These regions include SNPs in the wellcharacterized LCT region, as well as at loci including FOXP2, OCA2 and LRP1B.
Understanding how genetic diversity of individuals varies across populations has many important applications in modern population genomics. In particular, measures of population structure are used to correct for population stratification in genome-wide association studies 1 , to identify associations of genetic variants to disease in the context of admixture mapping 2 , to detect regions that have undergone recent positive selection [3] [4] [5] and to illuminate interesting aspects of human population history 6, 7 .
Studies analyzing SNP data sets have been able to extract a considerable amount of information on an individual's ancestral origin. Multiple empirical SNP surveys have shown how an individual's geographic ancestry can be inferred using the first two principal components of the genotype matrix (for example, see refs. 8, 9) . This relationship between principal components and geographic origin is expected when the underlying genetic variation is spatially structured 10, 11 , that is, when genetic similarity decays with the geographic distance between the origins of the individuals. Spatial structure is widespread in human populations due to histories of spatial expansion and spatially restricted mating. Although principalcomponent analysis (PCA) can capture the spatial structure of the data, it is not based on an explicit probabilistic model for spatial genetic structure and, as a result, is less amenable to extensions to other applications compared to model-based approaches.
In this paper, we report the development of a probabilistic model for the spatial structure of genetic variation, with which we explicitly model how the allele frequency of each SNP changes as a function of the location of the individual in geographic space (where the allele frequency is a function of the x and y coordinates of an individual on a map). Then, each individual's genotypes are assumed to follow Hardy-Weinberg proportions, with allele frequencies defined by the individual's location. The family of functions we use to model allele frequency over space is deliberately simple but leads to tractable inference algorithms with several applications.
If the geographic origins of the individuals are known, we can use this information to infer their allele frequency functions at each SNP. However, if locations are not known, our model can infer geographic origins for individuals using only their genetic data, in a manner similar in spirit to PCA-based approaches for spatial assignment. This ability provides evidence that our modeling of allele frequencies, albeit simple, is sensitive and captures the information about spatial location that is inherent to most variants. As our approach is model based, the model can predict the geographic origins of an individual, even in the case where the individual is of mixed ancestry. This is not possible in other approaches, such as PCA, which is based on a linear combination of genotypes and, therefore, for example, leads to an individual with an Italian parent and a Swedish parent being assigned to Central Europe. Instead, the approach taken here can identify the disparate parental origins. We also show how our approach can be extended to model spatial structure over a sphere to predict the spatial structure of worldwide populations.
Using this framework, we also can identify loci showing extreme patterns of spatial differentiation, for instance, as a result of recent positive natural selection and/or allele surfing 12, 13 . When we applied our SPA approach to genetic data from human populations, we observed that some of the outlier regions detected by SPA have been found with previous methods designed to detect recent positive selection, such as iHS 14 , F ST (refs. 3, 15) and the method presented by Coop et al. 16 , including, for example, the LCT region and human leukocyte antigen (HLA) regions. In contrast to previous A model-based approach for analysis of spatial structure in genetic data t e c h n i c a l r e p o r t s methods, our method is unique in being especially sensitive to strong spatial patterns and works at the level of the individual rather than partitioning individuals into populations. The SPA method is particularly sensitive to SNPs that have steep geographic gradients in allele frequency, whereas F ST -based approaches simply highlight loci that have large variation in allele frequency.
RESULTS

Model implementation
The first assumption of our approach is that the population allele frequency of each SNP can be modeled as a continuous two-dimensional function on a map. In other words, when sampling a chromosome of an individual from a position (x,y) on the map, the probability of observing the minor allele at SNP j on the chromosome can be formulated as f j (x,y), where f j is a continuous function that describes allele frequency behavior as a function of geographic positioning (Online Methods). We then make the simplifying assumption that this function is an instance of a logistic function
where x is a vector of variables indicating geographic locations and a and b are function coefficients. We refer to each of these f j functions as the slope function of SNP j. This function encodes the steepness of the slope by the norm of a, assuming that the offset parameter b is fixed. Moreover, slope directionality is encoded in the value of vector a. In detail, θ j = arctan(a j (1) / a j (2)) can be taken as angle degree for SNP j, where a j (1) and a j (2) (Fig. 1) . These functions clearly do not capture cases for which SNPs have complicated functions over geographic space, with, for example, multiple modes or peaks in the allele frequency surface; however, these functions should capture general trends in allele frequency where they exist. For spatial assignment applications, as we show, this behavior is not problematic-a substantial amount of information for assignment arises from SNP loci that show gradients across geographic space. Further, when we use our method for detecting extremely differentiated loci, this assumption implies that the method will only detect loci that are extreme in the sense of having steep gradients in allele frequencies.
The advantage of these functions is that they lend themselves to tractable formulations of the likelihood of genotype data, and we were able to implement efficient Newton's-and pseudo-Newton's-based methods for maximizing the likelihood function for various applications (Online Methods). Using other classes of functions is certainly possible in this framework but might lead to very challenging optimization problems.
Mapping using spatial ancestry analysis
As a first application of our approach, we considered a situation similar to that encountered when performing PCA on a set of individuals with unknown spatial coordinates to infer their spatial origins. For the SPA method, a challenge of this type of analysis is that neither the spatial coordinates of the individuals nor the slope function for each SNP is given, and both must be inferred from the genotypes. The ability to jointly estimate both the allele frequency gradients and the spatial positions of individuals only from the genotype data provides evidence that our model captures spatial genetic structure.
We used a maximum likelihood approach to estimate simultaneously the f j functions for every SNP j and the spatial positioning of each of the individuals (Online Methods). We started by placing the individuals in random positions, and we then iteratively used these positions for the estimation of the slope functions, then using the slope functions to update the individual positions.
We applied SPA to the Population Reference Sample (POPRES) 17 . The individuals of European descent in this data set were previously analyzed 9 . The data set contains 3,192 individuals who were genotyped at 500,568 SNPs using the Affymetrix 500K SNP chip. For many of the individuals participating in the study, the ancestry of all four of their grandparents is known; we only considered individuals for whom all reported grandparents had the same ancestry.
Both SPA and PCA results on the POPRES samples are shown (Fig. 2) . The SPA method was able to converge to the true geographic position of the individuals from a random starting point ( Fig. 2a-d) . A map of Europe is labeled with the included populations for reference (Fig. 2f) . Of note, even though we started the optimization from a set of random positions, after a small number of iterations (~10), the positions of the individuals highly resembled the map of Europe (with only two exceptions, Slovakia and Russia, which did not converge to true geographic position). The results of PCA are shown for comparison (Fig. 2e) . The maps (Fig. 2a-e) are rotated counterclockwise by 16 degrees (similarly to the procedure performed in ref. 9 ) to more closely resemble the map of Europe. The x and y axes are drawn to equal scale; thus, no distortion is involved. The correlation coefficient between the two maps was 0.99, and, thus, the two methods provided similar positioning of the individuals up to an affine transformation. One noticeable difference was that SPA separated individuals from Spain and Portugal more clearly from those from France than the PCA map. Moreover, the five outlier Italians in the PCA map were positioned closer to Italy by SPA. npg t e c h n i c a l r e p o r t s
The accuracy of individual placement by SPA was compared to that with PCA, following a described evaluation procedure 9 ( Table 1) . We computed the accuracy on the basis of spatial assignment (Online Methods) that assigns each individual to a country of origin. The results provided support for the notion that the simplified allele frequency functions are capable of extracting the spatial information inherent in the allele frequency data, even when individual spatial coordinates are not provided.
SPA can also be applied in the case where a subset of the individuals has known spatial origins, and these coordinates can be used to infer the spatial origins of a subset of individuals with unknown origins. In this case, known spatial origins were used for the placement of the individuals, and these placements were then used to estimate the f j functions for every SNP j. We then placed each individual with unknown origins using these functions. We evaluated this approach using POPRES data by performing tenfold cross-validation, where we used the positions of 90% of our individuals to infer the positions of the remaining 10%. The result of SPA placement assuming known positions is shown (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
Global genetic spatial structure
Because SPA has explicit geographic coordinates, the approach can be extended to incorporate coordinate systems beyond the twodimensional plane. As a demonstration of this, we extended SPA to analyze the spatial structure of global populations where a twodimensional map cannot accurately capture the structure. We mapped each individual to a point on a globe in three-dimensional space. Accordingly, we used a three-dimensional vector x (with the constraint ||x|| equal to a constant) to represent an individual position. We also needed to extend the parameter a to the three-dimensional On the basis of a spatial assignment method, country origin was predicted for each individual (Online Methods). Accuracy ± s.d. is the proportion of individuals from each country of origin correctly assigned to their true country of origin using a leaveone-out procedure. IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE   IE IE   IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE  IE  IE   IE  IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE   IE TR   TR  TR   TR   UA   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB GB  GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB HU   HU   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE IE  IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE  IE  IE IE   IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE  IE   IE   IE   IE   IE   IE  IE  IE   IE   IE TR   TR   UA  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB  GB  GB  GB  GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB GB   GB   GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB GB GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GBGB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB   GB  GB   GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB  GB  GB  GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB   GB [10, 0, 0] , and the parameter b is set to be zero in all three spheres (Supplementary Fig. 2) . The sphere coordinates are drawn from a unit sphere, where ||x|| = 1.
We applied our global genetic spatial structure method to data from the Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP) 7 in which 940 individuals from 52 populations worldwide were genotyped across the genome using Illumina Infinium HumanHap550 BeadChips (Fig. 3) . Notably, even though we started from completely random geographical positioning (Supplementary Fig. 3) , we observed that the resulting positioning strongly resembled the world map. In particular, individuals from the same continent were clustered together, and the continents were separated roughly as one would expect.
By aligning the map (Fig. 3) , we computed the latitude and longitude for each individual and compared these computations with the actual geographic positions of continents. The SPA map distorted the distances between continents but correctly predicted the topology. For example, the longitudinal span of the Eurasia continent was 92 degrees on the SPA globe and approximately 150 degrees on the actual globe. The longitudinal distance between Europe and North America was 167 degrees on the SPA globe and approximately 90 degrees on the actual globe. The summary of these comparisons is given (Supplementary Table 1) .
Mapping of individuals of mixed ancestry
Using a PCA-based approach, one can infer the localization of an individual with an average error of a few hundred kilometers 9 . However, PCA-based methods are not designed for ancestral origin inference, and, particularly if an individual is of mixed ancestry, the PCA map will place the individual at the midpoint between the coordinates of his or her parents.
Because SPA is a model-based approach, it is possible to extend the method to handle individuals of admixed ancestry. As a result, SPA is able to identify which individuals have admixed ancestry and to predict the origin of each of the parents by computing the maximum likelihood estimates of the origin of the father and the mother simultaneously, under the assumption that the slope functions are given (Online Methods). To test this approach, we generated 5,000 admixed individuals by randomly selecting their parents from the POPRES data set. Each of the parents has four grandparents with the same geographic origin, but the four paternal grandparents and four maternal grandparents of the simulated admixed individuals were different. Also, we ignored genders, as we only used autosomal SNPs. The offspring's genotype was simulated using Mendelian segregation considering each locus independently.
We then applied SPA to predict the country of origin of the parents ( Table 2) , where the slope functions were estimated on the set of nonadmixed individuals. We could not compare the performance of PCA on this simulation, as it would only predict one origin for the individual at the midpoint of the true parental origins. Unexpectedly, the accuracy for placing the parents of admixed individuals was comparable to the accuracy in placing non-admixed individuals, as shown (Tables 1 and 2) .
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Loci under selection
The detection of genomic regions under natural selection sheds light on the functionality of these regions and provides insights on human history and evolution. A number of methods have been suggested for the detection of selection using genetic variation data, and one particularly common approach leverages the variation in allele frequency between populations through the F ST statistic 3, 15 . The F ST approach essentially leverages the insight that variation in allele frequencies across populations should follow a background neutral distribution determined by levels of gene flow and divergence and that any regions clearly departing from this distribution are regions that putatively have experienced adaptive differentiation or balancing selection in the recent past.
A disadvantage of F ST -based selection detection is that the individual genotypes have to be partitioned into discrete populations. As can be observed (Table 1) , the definition of a population, for example, in Europe, is rather subjective. Different groupings of the individuals into populations may result in different results, and, thus, the interpretation of the results is again not straightforward, and particularly important signals of selection may be missed. In addition, F ST is not sensitive to whether allele frequency variation is spatially organized into a steep allele frequency gradient or shows a spatially incoherent pattern. Figure 4 The distribution of SPA scores representing allele frequency gradients. The marked positions correspond to genes discussed in the text. npg t e c h n i c a l r e p o r t s SPA can be used to identify loci showing extreme frequency gradients, which does not require grouping individuals into populations. We used SPA to identify SNPs that show steep slopes of allele frequency change, with the consideration that some of these might show extreme gradients because of the impact of recent positive selection. We developed a new score statistic measuring the slope of each SNP, where large score values correspond to potential regions under selection.
We analyzed the POPRES data set by applying SPA and extracting SNPs with extreme frequency gradients (Online Methods). The distributions of the frequency gradients along with a subset of the SNPs are reported (Fig. 4) . We compared the SNPs found by SPA to those identified in the following methods, where (i) we computed F ST using two types of population partitions, by country and by geographic regions, as defined 9 ; (ii) we compared SPA scores to the widely used iHS method 14 , which searches for SNPs with signatures of partial selective sweeps on the basis of haplotype homozygosity, as originally suggested 18 ; and (iii) we compared SPA to Bayenv 16 , which identifies alleles that correlate strongly with an environmental variable, perhaps due to natural selection. For Bayenv 16 , we used geographic coordinates as the environmental variable (as if one were searching for latitudinal clines, for example). We obtained outlier signals using latitude, longitude and the individual coordinates corresponding to the first five principal components as the environmental variables.
We compared the top results of the four methods applied to chromosomes 2 and 7 (Fig. 5) . Note that SPA resulted in a defined cluster of extreme values in 135−138 Mb of chromosome 2, which contains the lactase gene LCT. This region is widely noted as a target of strong selection 19 , and it was found by all methods. On chromosome 7, SPA detected a strong signal in the FOXP2 region, whereas all other methods did not.
Overall, the different scores provided by these four methods were moderately correlated (r 2 < 0.4; Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table 2), even though they each measure unique aspects of genetic variation. Most signals found by SPA analysis were also found by the F ST method and by Bayenv. However, some of the strong signals that were found by SPA analysis were found by iHS and were not found by F ST or by Bayenv, suggesting that our SPA method captures loci in some regions with iHS signals, which are outliers with respect to allele frequency gradient (SPA) but not with respect to overall allele frequency variation (as would be detected by F ST or Bayenv 16 ). In addition, there were, as expected, signals that were found using SPA but not using iHS (Supplementary Table 3) . We note that the SNPs found by F ST and not by other methods were mostly rare SNPs with one or two occurrences of the minor allele in populations with small sample size.
Notably, we observed that the F ST and Bayenv scores were sensitive to the manner in which individuals were partitioned into populations. In particular, defining populations on the basis of country of origin led to a different set of genes compared to defining populations on the basis of general geographic regions. In contrast, the analysis performed using SPA was oblivious to the partitioning of individuals into populations, as the approach treats ancestry as a continuous variable and not as a categorical variable.
We provide a list of genes that were detected by our SPA method but were not detected by iHS, F ST or Bayenv methods (Supplementary Table 3 ) and a full list of loci with extreme frequency gradients that were identified in the SPA analysis (Supplementary Table 4 ). Among the loci with the most extreme gradients were the HLA, LCT and OCA2 regions, which are widely known to have undergone recent positive selection and show differentiation among populations. Of note, SPA analysis also indicated an extreme gradient for SNPs in the FOXP2 gene; FOXP2 is associated with speech, and the FOXP2 protein was suggested to have had important aminoacid changes in early human evolution 20 . In addition, LRP1B 21 , a gene associated with lipid function that is relevant to cancer, was found to have an extreme allele frequency gradient. The above loci are a few examples out of a longer list of genes that the SPA method highlighted as having strong gradients in allele frequency across space ( Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 4) .
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present spatial ancestry analysis (SPA), a new method for modeling the spatial structure of genetic variation. Unlike previous methods that use PCA to model spatial structure, our approach explicitly models allele frequency in space and uses this model to place individuals on a two-dimensional map or three-dimensional sphere. We show that our method for localization of samples in space is slightly more accurate than PCA and, notably, can be used to localize individuals of mixed ancestry in space, which is not the case for PCA.
Accurate spatial localization of individuals on the basis of genetic data is important in many applications in genetics, including population stratification in genome-wide association studies, admixture mapping and personalized genomics. We show that a model-based approach has additional applications, as it characterizes the spatial behavior of each of the SNPs separately. In particular, we show that the modeling can be used to identify SNPs with rapidly changing allele frequencies across geographic space.
We note that our proposed model for slope functions is only one choice for such a model, and there may be other natural choices. The fact that our algorithm converges to a map that is highly similar to the map of Europe suggests that our choice is sensible but not necessarily optimal. In particular, some loci under selection might in principle have a spatial structure, where the maximum allele frequency occurs in the middle of the region under study and decays in all directions. Such patterns of spatial structure would not be detected by SPA. Further exploration of other choices of slope functions may potentially provide better characterization of each SNP's spatial behavior, yielding a better localization of samples to space and enhanced ability to identify SNPs with unique and interesting spatial distributions.
URLs. SPA software, http://genetics.cs.ucla.edu/spa.
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
